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GLOSSARY 

Displaced 
Household 

All members of a subproject affected household residing under one roof 
and operating as a single economic unit, who are adversely affected by the 
Project or any of its components; may consist of a single nuclear family or 
an extended family group. 

Displaced 
Persons 

In the context of involuntary resettlement, displaced persons are those 
who are physically displaced (relocation, loss of residential land, or loss of 
shelter) and/or economically displaced (loss of land, assets, access to 
assets, income sources, or means of livelihoods) as a result of (i) 
involuntary acquisition of land, or (ii) involuntary restrictions on land use or 
on access to legally designated parks and protected areas. 

Compensation Payment in cash or in kind of the replacement cost of the acquired assets. 

Cut-of-Date The completion date of the census of project-displaced persons is usually 
considered the cut-off date. A cut-off date is normally established by the 
borrower government procedure that establishes the eligibility for receiving 
compensation and resettlement assistance by the project displaced 
persons. In the absence of such procedures, the borrower/client will 
establish a cut-off date for eligibility. 

Encroachers People who have trespassed onto private/community/public land to which 
they are not authorized. If such people arrived before the entitlements cut-
off date, they are eligible for compensation for any structures, crops or land 
improvements that they will lose. 

Entitlement Range of measures comprising compensation, income restoration, transfer 
assistance, income substitution, and relocation, which are due to displaced 
persons, depending on the nature of their losses, to restore their economic 
and social base. 

Economic 
Displacement 

Loss of land, assets, access to assets, income sources, or means of 
livelihood because of (i) involuntary acquisition of land, or (ii) involuntary 
restrictions on land use or on access to legally designated parks and 
protected areas. 

Involuntary 
Resettlement 

Land and/or asset loss, which results in a reduction of livelihood level. 
These losses have to be compensated for so that no person is worse off 
than they were before the loss of land and/or assets. 

Meaningful 
Consultation 

Is a process that (i) begins early in the project preparation stage and is 
carried out on an ongoing basis throughout the project cycle; (ii) provides 
timely disclosure of relevant and adequate information that is 
understandable and readily accessible to affected people; (iii) is undertaken 
in an atmosphere free of intimidation or coercion: (iv) gender inclusive and 
responsive, and tailored to the needs of disadvantaged and vulnerable 
groups; and (v) enables the incorporation of all relevant views of affected 
people and other stakeholders into decision making, such as project 
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design, mitigation measures, the sharing of development benefits and 
opportunities, and implementation issues. 

Physical 
displacement 

Meaning relocation, loss of residential land, or loss of shelter as a result of 
(i) involuntary acquisition of land, or (ii) involuntary restrictions or land use 
or on access to legally designated parks and protected areas. 

Rehabilitation Compensatory measures provided under the ADB Policy Framework on 
Involuntary Resettlement other than payment of the replacement cost of 
acquired assets. 

Replacement 
Cost 

The rate of compensation for acquired housing, land and other assets will 
be calculated at full replacement costs. The calculation of full replacement 
cost will be based on the following elements: (i) fair market value; (ii) 
transaction costs; (iii) interest accrued, (iv) transitional and restoration 
costs; and (v) other applicable payments, if any. In applying this method 
of valuation, depreciation of structures and assets should not be 
considered. 

Squatters Meaning those people who do not own the land but are possessing and 
using it for residential, commercial, agricultural or other economic 
purposes, and as such they usually not entitled to land compensation 
but sometimes provided with assistance if they are found vulnerable; 
they are, however, entitled to compensation for the loss of built-up 
structures, trees, crops and other assets. 

Vulnerable 
Groups 

Distinct group of people who may suffer disproportionately from 
resettlement effects. The ADB SPS 2009 defines vulnerable groups as 
households below the poverty line, the elderly, those without legal title to 
assets, landless, women, children and inhabitants. 
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1. Introduction 

1. The PICIIP is comprised of two phases, phase-1 includes two cities, Sialkot and Sahiwal, 

and phase-II extended to seven cities, namely Multan, Sargodha, Muzaffargarh, Rahimyar Khan, 

Bahawalpur, Rawalpindi and Rajanpur. The PICIIP aims to improve the quality of life of the 

residents living in the selected cities of Punjab. It will transform the intermediate cities into urban 

centers which are more efficient, accountable and can serve as an engine of economic growth 

and sustainable development as per concept note. This aim will be achieved by addressing urban 

development challenges at the city level including city integrated planning, improved institutional 

framework for urban services, and improved urban infrastructure. Additionally, two cities, Lahore 

and Lala Musa are also included for institutional support and capacity development.  

2. The Punjab Intermediate Cities Improvement Investment Program PICIIP will build on the 

policy reforms already undertaken by the Government of Punjab (GoPb) in the urban sector. It 

will support GoPb’s phased approach to urban development, focusing on broad urban reforms, 

followed by improvements in urban institutions and finally investments in infrastructure. It will 

address four core causes of low economic contribution and below optimum service delivery of 

urban centers, i) absence of strategic vision and integrated urban planning at the city level ii) 

ineffective and inefficient use of financial and natural resources iii) limited and unreliable financing 

of infrastructure and operation & maintenance iv) Capacity constraints.  

1.1. About the Report 

3. The External Monitoring Report of the Social safeguards has been prepared for the 

Pumping Station North Zone (Lot-3 of PICIIP-3 Water and Sanitation Sahiwal LARP-1), and for 

LARP 2, the Pumping Station South zone (Lot-4 of PICIIP-3-Water and Sanitation, Sahiwal 

subproject. The EMR covering the period from February – April 2021 and updated status of 

compensation against the awards, the report also offers the analysis of payments to DPs of LARP 

I & 2 by category of impacts including the allowances, differential cost which came as a result of 

Independent Valuation Study (IVS) conducted by a state Bank accredited firm, further the report 

will makes recommendations to address the issues. 

1.2. Detailed Design 

4. The design of both subprojects under PICIIP is completed in May 2020 and both 

subprojects   have already been gone under bidding and the civil works where there are LAR 

impacts the  will be commenced after disbursement of compensations to DPs including land, non-

land, replacement cost and differential cost valuated by the third party, the lay out of the 

subprojects are provided in Fig-1 and Fig  
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Figure I: Waste Water Treatment Plant Lot 3 North Zone Sahiwal 
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Figure II: Proposed Disposal Station South Zone Sahiwal 
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2. Monitoring Methodology 

2.1. The monitoring methodology of LARP 1 

5. The monitoring methodology adopted included the review of project documents, of LARP 

1 approved by ADB, which is the Pumping Station North Zone (Lot-3 of PICIIP-3-Water and 

Sanitation, Sahiwal)”. The Lot-3 has two components, one is access route for pumping station 

(passing through private land of 0.4469 acres), and second is the pumping station developed in 

an area of 4.652 acres. The 5.0989 acres to be acquired under the subproject “Pumping Station 

North Zone (Lot-3)-PICIIP-3-Water and Sanitation, Sahiwal” fall under Mouza Muhammad Pur, 

Arra Tulla Road, and Tehsil/District Sahiwal. The below map indicates the LAR and non LAR 

impacts of the subproject.  

2.2. Monitoring Methodology of LARP 2 

6. The monitoring methodology adopted included the review of project documents, LARP 2, 

approved by ADB, quarterly internal monitoring reports GRCs data and status of payment. LARP-

2  is prepared for Lot-4 sewerage pumping station South zone (PICIIP-3-Water and Sanitation, 

Sahiwal subproject) The Lot-4 has two components, one is access route for pumping station 

(passing through private land of 0.418 acres), and second is the sewerage pumping station to be 

developed in an area of 4.505 acres. Total area of affected land for sub-project is 4.923 acres.  

2.3. Monitoring and Evaluation  

7. The objective of external monitoring is to review and assess the implementation of LARPs 

and validate the i) implementation of LARP,  ii) payments to DPs and livelihood restoration of DPs 

and any change in their living standards, achievement of resettlement objectives, iii) effectiveness 

and adequacy of  compensation entitlements of the project, iv) the remedial measures to avoid or 

minimize the project impacts and need for further mitigation measures (if any), v) institutional 

arrangements and capacity to implement the LARPs and recommend actions to address any 

issues to improve the implementation of both approved implementable LARPs.  

2.4. Need for Monitoring 

8. The ADB’s Safeguard Policy Statement (2009) requires preparation and implementation 

of “Land Acquisition and Resettlement Plans (LARP)” which are to be monitored internally as well 

as externally. Internal monitoring is being undertaken by Program Management Unit (PMU) 

(through Project Analyst  Social Safeguards ) on a quarterly basis but external monitoring has 

stated on the quarterly  basis  external monitoring consultant (EMC) who has been hired by PMU 

to provide external monitoring services to PICIIP.  The report has been prepared in accordance 

with PMU and ADB’s requirement of the quarterly monitoring report soon after approval of the 

implantable LARP 1 and 2.  

2.5. EMA Scope of Work/ TOR 

• Provide guidance to the LG&CD, PMU, CIUs and MCs in improving the LAR management 
system of PMU and internal monitoring of LARPs; 
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• Review internal monitoring reports of LARPs, and assess/verify the information/progress 
provided in these reports by conducting independent field monitoring.  

• Carry out the DPs satisfaction survey (through interview or focus group discussions) for 
obtaining their views about the LARPs, its preparation and implementation, the timing and 
adequacy of compensation and consultations with DPs.  

• Assess the participation of DPs in LARP implementation through the adequacy of 
information disclosure and consultation activities in meeting the disclosure and meaningful 
consultation requirements as per ADB.  

• Monitor and assess whether resettlement objectives of enhancing, or at least restoring the 
livelihoods  of all DPs in real terms relative to pre-project levels and improving the 
standards of living of the displaced poor and other vulnerable groups have been met; 

• Assess if the required Grievance Redress Mechanism (GRM) for the project is existing 
and functional.  Assess the adequacy of actions taken on grievances received and 
recommend measures for improvements, if required; 

• Identify additional involuntary resettlement impacts caused during construction activities 
that were not considered in the approved LARPs and prepare corrective action plans 
(CAPs) as and where necessary.  

• Prepare independent/ external monitoring reports based on the field monitoring, 
consultations  

• with project stakeholders and DPs, identify any gaps or deviations in implementation and 
recommend timed corrective or remedial actions to address the gaps; Review and verify 
the effective implementation of LARPs according to requirements of the loan covenants 
and ADB involuntary resettlement safeguards; 

• Identify lessons learned and maintain a database of independent surveys. 
• Suggest remedial actions with time-based outputs. 
• Consultant’s deliverables include, but are not limited to, (i) Inception Report (submitted 

within 10 Days after NTP), (ii) 8 Quarterly Monitoring Reports (one submitted after each 
quarter), (iii) Mid Term  

• Report (submitted upon completion of the 1st year), Project Completion  Report, (iv) Social 
Audit  

• Reports (submitted as and when required by the project based on compensation 
payments). 

 

2.6. Deliverables of EMC  

9. As per contract agreement, four types of the reports are required from the EMC. These 

reports are categorized as, i) Inception Report ii) Quarterly Monitoring Report, iii) Social Audit 

Reports and iv) Final Report. These reports will also be shared among the ADB for approval.  

2.7.   Resettlement Monitoring Framework 

10. The following Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E) Framework has been and will be applied   

during the LARP monitoring & evaluation process table 1. 

Table 1:  Resettlement Monitoring Framework 

Sequence 
Resettlement 
Dimensions 

Indicators Means of verification 

Inputs Establishment Qualified staff in place 
Internal monitoring reports 
Staff presence/ payroll 
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Equipment available 
Internal monitoring reports 
physical verification 

Finances available  deposit 
Accounts 

Internal monitoring reports 
bank challan 

Process 

Information to APs 
Information 
Disseminated 

Internal and external Monitoring 
reports Verification from DPs  

Capacity building Training of staff 
Internal and external monitoring 
training reports 

Consultation and 
Participation 

Meetings held and 
committees formed 

Internal and external monitoring 
minutes of the meetings  

Outputs 

Compensation 
Compensation paid for assets
acquired assets 

Internal and external monitoring 
 

Relocation  
Community assets Replaced 
Relocation site prepared 

Internal and external monitoring 
reports 

Rehabilitation 
Jobs / businesses / income 
support provided 

Internal and external monitoring 
reports 

Impact 
Results 

 

Incomes restored External monitoring reports 

Living standards 
Restored 

External monitoring reports 

 

2.8. Monitoring Indicators 

11. Following are the key Monitoring & Evaluation Indicators that guide the monitoring process 

table 2. 

Table 2: Monitoring Indicators 
Monitoring 

Aspects 
Monitoring Indicators 

Delivery of

entitlements 

No of DPs received entitlements according to numbers and categories of 
loss set out in the entitlement matrix. 

No of DPs received payments on time. 

No DPs Received livelihood support. 

No of DPs received the agreed allowances according to schedule. 

Restoration of social infrastructure and services. 
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Monitoring 

Aspects 
Monitoring Indicators 

Consultation and 

Grievance Redress

System 

No of consultations taken place as scheduled including meetings, groups, 
and community activities?  

No of DPs participated in consultations. 

No of DPs know their entitlements? How many know if they have been 
received? 

Have any DPs used the grievance redress procedures?  

No of complaints addressed /resolved. 

No of meetings held of GRCs. 

No of GRCs functional. 

Participation of 

DPs 

No. of General meetings (for both men and women). 

% of women out of total participants. 

No. of meetings exclusively with women. 

No. of meetings exclusively with vulnerable groups. 

Level of participation in meetings (of women, men & vulnerable groups). 

Budget and 

Time Frame 

Have all land acquisition and resettlement staff been appointed and 
mobilized for the field and office work on schedule. 

Are implementation activities being achieved against agreed implementation 
plan? 

Have resettlement offices received the scheduled funds. 

Have funds been disbursed according to LARP schedule. 

Has all land been acquired and occupied in time for Implementation. 

Income 

Restoration 

No. of DPs covered under income restoration program (women, men & 
vulnerable groups). 

% of successful enterprise breaking even (Women, men & vulnerable 
groups). 

% of DP who have restored their income. (Women, men & vulnerable 
groups). 

% of DP improved their income (Women, men & vulnerable groups) 

% of DP improved their standard of living (Women, men &vulnerable 
groups) 

No. of DPs buying agricultural land (Women, men &vulnerable groups). 

Quantity of land owned by DPs (Women, men &vulnerable groups). 
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No. of households with agricultural equipment. 

No. of households with livestock. 

 

2.9. Monitoring Methodology and Strategy Adopted by EMA 

12. The EMA used the following monitoring methodology and strategy after a thorough review 

of the monitoring Terms of References (TOR) and the scope of work/expected outputs assigned 

by PMU in the monitoring contract.  The monitoring work assigned to EMC by PMU requires 

undertaking of external monitor of the implementation of LARP 1 to LARP-2 confirmation of 

payments made to the DPs as specified in the each approved LARP, any deviation observed in 

the field regarding implementation of LARP and construction work, and actions taken or needed 

to be taken to address any gaps or deviations from the agreed LAR requirements. Among the 5 

LARPs, required 2 LARPs 1 & 2 have been approved by ADB in the reporting period.  Remaining 

LARPs 3, 4 and 5 will be submitted to ADB for approval by the end of June 2021.  

2.10. Review of Project Information/Data 

13. Thus, monitoring methodology used included the use of qualitative and quantitative data 

collection tools consistent with monitoring of LARPs and monitoring indicators. Review of project 

information/data, including project documents such as LARP, project design, baseline surveys 

and internal monitoring report, field site visits, sample surveys also formed part of the overall 

monitoring methodology and strategy.  Immediately after mobilization in November 2020, the 

EMC made efforts to collect data relevant to implementation of LARPs in the cities of Sahiwal and 

Sialkot. The following project documents and report were reviewed; Furthermore, the subproject 

sites were visited where sewer trunk line will be placed and the same was verified by EMC that 

there are no land and resettlement impacts and the same has been indicated in the approved 

social due diligence report (SDDR) of Sahiwal.   

(a) Internal Monitoring Report (IMRs) 

(b) LARP and baseline survey/ assessment reports/ data 

(c) Project design and drawing  

(d) Compensation payment data 

(e) Records to find out the absentees and meager amount payment 

(f) Detail of Consultation Meetings 

(g) Details of Grievance Redressed 

(h) No of NOCs required and obtained  

(i) Project steering Committees minutes review  

(j) Aide Memoire and minutes of fact finding mission conducted by ADB in March 2021  

(k) Monthly progress reports and  

(l) Social Due Diligence Reports 

 

2.11. Field Visit 

14. The field site visits were conducted between in March-April 2021 to develop an 

understanding of the project and to firm-up guidelines for the external monitoring. The visit helped 
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to prepare key milestones and validation detailing socio-economic, number of total DPs, paid 

DPs, unpaid DPs, institutional arrangement, consultation and disclosure and issues related to 

non-compliance.  

2.12.  Sampling Technique 

15. In order to obtain feedback of DPs, it was difficult to interview all DPs of LARP and LARP 

2, as this required spending enormous resource in data collection and analyses and bearing the 

COVID-19 SOPs it was not possible meeting all DPs, although  the EMC consulted telephonically. 

Consequently within given time and resources, a stratified random sampling technique was 

adopted to select adequate and representative sample of DPs, were surveyed to find out the 

factual position of the implementation of LARP 1 & 2 PICIIP in the field to know how far the 

objectives of LARPs have been met. All the DPs of the subprojects are anxiously waiting to be 

compensated, further, the DPs of LARP 2 informed that they not willing to receive the only BOR 

payment separately, government should speed up their measures to finalize the modalities of 

differential and replacement cost, so we can receive all the payment in same time, conveniently 

to invest it on alternative agriculture land as the land cost is increasing on monthly basis.    

2.13. Rapid Appraisal Methods 

16. Rapid appraisal method was also used to quickly gather the views and feedback of DPs 

and other relevant stakeholders. Rapid appraisal methods those were applied included: (i) key 

informant interview, (ii) focus group discussion, (iii) community group interview and (iv) direct 

observation due to COVID these measures couldn’t be comfily fully. 

2.14.  Participative Approach 

17. The participatory approach adopted is as under; 

• A two-ways approach was adopted and respondents were given the opportunity to 
express their concerns and views freely about the project; 

• Community groups including marginalized sections (such as women headed households, 
handicapped persons, minorities and other vulnerable groups etc.) were the target of the 
filed monitoring; 

• The participatory tool like group meeting was applied to identify and listing of the current 
status of payment and any issue of non-compliance; 

 

2.15. Data Processing and Analysis 

18. The following steps were undertaken to ensure proper data processing and analysis 

• The collected data was processed according to separate category of the indicators for 
analysis purposes. 

• All analyzed data was tabulated for interpretation and deriving conclusions and 
recommendations. 

 

2.16. External Monitoring Report 
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19. This external monitoring report has been prepared for LARP-1 Pumping Station North 

Zone (Lot-3 of PICIIP-3-Water and Sanitation and LARP-2 Lot-4 sewerage pumping station South 

zone (Lot-4 of PICIIP-3-Water and Sanitation, Sahiwal. The report offers review and analysis of 

the implementation both approved of LARPs, payments to DPs by category of impacts including 

the allowances and makes recommendations to address the issues. 
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3. LARPs Implementation/Findings 

3.1. LARP 1 Resettlement Budget & Financing    

20. Total resettlement budget has been calculated to Rs.25.25million (US$ 0.157 million) 

including differential and replacement cost came up as a result of independent Land Valuation 

study conducted by  Anderson Consulting Pvt Ltd   The compensation payments mentioned in 

the award for land acquisition is PKR. 15.14 million, crop compensation is PKR.0.61 million, Tree 

compensation is PKR. 0.06 Million, building structure is PKR. 0.70 million, and cost of tube well 

is PKR.0.86 million. Livelihood restoration measures amounting to Rs.0.65 million, other cost 

categories include administrative costs (Rs. 1.80 million, monitoring and evaluation Rs 3.60 

million and contingencies Rs.1.80 million). The LAR impacts of the north zone pumping station 

are summarized as below in table 3   

Table 3: Type of LAR impacts LARP 
Table 
S/No 

Description Qty/Nos. No of DPs Remarks 

1 Agriculture Land in Acres 5.0989 8 In the total area, 4.652 acres falls in the 
pumping station while the remaining 0.44 
acres required for access route. 
 
These 8 are the actual DPs of the sub-
project. 

2 Crop Area in acre 5.0989 8  

3 Wood Trees 45 1  

4 Fruit Trees 3 2  

5 Tube well 1 1 The subproject has the impact on one 
irrigation pump driven by electric motor 

6 Building Structure 2 2 These are pump house rooms; i) is for 
the existing pump and ii) is for 
abandoned pump. No more pumping 
station/machinery including bore hole 
exists, but the later pump house is still 
there and is being used as a store. 

 
21. In terms of LARP 1 approved by ADB, the award payment has been made by the revenue 

department and compensation received by DPs against land and non-land assets. The evidences 

of DPs pictures receiving vouchers and receipts are captured and Annexed A & B. This 

compensation has only been made against the award amount under section 11 of LAA 1894, 

whereas the differential cost and replacement cost came as a result of independent valuation 

study hasn’t yet been paid. The below table 4 indicates the BOR award cost disbursement of 

LARP-1 Pumping Station North Zone (Lot-3 of PICIIP-3-Sahiwal. 
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Table 4: Progress of LAR Payment LARP 1 
Sr. 
No 

Land owner Acre DAPAC rate 
Rs per acre 
including 
15% 
Compulsory 

Acquisition 
Charges  

Trees 
Amount 
PKR 

Tube 
well 
Amount 
PKR 

Buildings 
Amount 
PKR 

Crops 
Amount 
PKR 

Amount of 
Award PKR 

Statu
s  
 

01 Faiz Ahmed Khan 1.0846 26,40,160 0 0 0 121,475 2,761,635 Paid  

02 Abdul Ghafoor 0.4545 13,064,17 0 0 0 50,904 1,357,321 Paid  

03 Ghulam Murtaza 0.5072 12,346,39 0 0 0 56,806 1,291,445 Paid  

04 Muhammad Sajid 
Khan  

0.1742 424,042 49,341 0 79,800 19,510 572,693 Paid  

05 Naghma Zahoor  0.0909 221,272 0 0 0 10,181 231,453 Paid  

06 Tayibba Zahoor Paid  

07 Taswur Ali Khan  1.7875 43,51,217 1073 849,000 79,800 200,200 5,481,290  Paid  

08 Waqar Ahmed 01 24,34,224 0 0 0 112,000 2,546,224 Paid  

TOTAL 5.0989 1,26,11971 50,414 849,000 159,600 571,076 14,242,061 100
% 

 
 
22. Differential Cost of LARP-1. The Independent Valuation Study (IVS) worked out the 

differential of 40.31% from the cost determined by DPAC based on the average market rate Rs.2, 

116,717/acre. The IVS cost is as per the replacement cost, i.e., Rs.2, 970,400/acre, which is 

Rs.853, 283/acre (40.31%) higher than the DPAC determined land rate. Similarly, the differential 

cost of crops is Rs.35, 691 (6.25%), tree Rs.24,586 (48.77%), Pump house rooms Rs.314,600 

(80%), and Tube well Rs.16,500 (1.94%). Now, the total differential in in the form of land and non-

land assets of this subproject is Rs.3,115,283/- worked out as per replacement cost of the IVS. 

This includes all transaction costs, interests, labor, restoration costs and all applicable payments. 

The differential cost in the valuation of the BOR assessed compensation rates and those 

determined by the third party will be bridged by PMU from the project loan proceeds. This will 

require a minor change memo in scope which would be processed for ADB’s internal approval 

after receiving the request from the Government. The draft notification of disbursement committee 

is Annexed C.  

3.2. Resettlement Budget and Financing Plan LARP 2  

23. Total resettlement budget has been calculated to Rs. 23.14 million (US$ 0.14 million). The 

compensation payment for land acquisition is Rs. 12.94 million, crop compensation is Rs.0.17 

million, tree compensation is Rs. 0.026 million, building structure is Rs.0.136 million, and cost of 

tube well is Rs.0.87 million. Livelihood restoration measures amounting to Rs.0.52 million. Other 

cost categories include administrative costs Rs. 1.6 million, monitoring and evaluation Rs 3.3 

million and contingencies Rs. 1.6 million. The LAR impacts of the South zone pumping station is 

summarized as in the below in table 5. The disbursement of BOR and balance cost reported in 

Independent valuation study hasn’t yet initiated to DPs and similarly the BOR compensation is 

also not initiated. The modality for payment for differential and replacement were under the 

agenda of the 10th Project steering Committee Meeting held in 11th March 2021, minutes Annexed 

D 

24.  
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Table 5: LAR Impacts LARP- 2 

Sr. No. Description Qty./Nos DPs Remarks 

1 Uncultivated 
agriculture Land 
(Acres) 

3.923 37 Total area to be acquired for pumping station 
4.923 acres in which 3.923 uncultivated 
agriculture and 01 acres is cultivated 
agriculture. Out of the total land 4.505 falls in 
the pumping station while the remaining 0.418 
acres are required for access route. 
There are actual 41 DPs (40 are land owners 
and 01 DPs is operating a Barber shop in this 
sub-project area) 

   2  Cultivated Agricultur
Land (Acres) 

1.00 03 Multiple counts, DPs being affected due to 
impact on land, crops and trees. 

3 Wood Trees 30 08 Multiple counts, DPs being affected due to 
impact on land and trees. 

4 Tube well 01 01 The subproject has impact on one irrigation 
pump driven by electric motor 

5 Structure 01 02 One DP is owner of the structure constructed 
for storing agricultural inputs and material. 
This structure often remains empty and is 
alternately used by a second person as 
makeshift barber shop. The owner has 
provided this structure free of cost to the 
barber. 

6 Impact Severity - 09 These DPs are losing their 10% or more 
productive assets 

 

3.3. Need of independent Valuation Study (IVS) 

25. LARF Para 78: The detailed measurement survey (DMS) and valuation of lost assets 

(VLA) provide an exact quantification and valuation of the assets lost due to the LAR impacts of 

a project. They will be carried out in collaboration with qualified appraisers of the BOR, SBP 

accredited valuators, certified companies, individuals and non-governmental organizations 

(NGOs) certified in valuation. A third-party with expertise in valuation will be engaged as an 

independent third party to observe and verify or undertake the DMS and VLA process. The census 

of DPs, ILA and LAR impact maps guide the preparation of the DMS and VLA. 

26.  LARF Para 79: The DMS determines the exact size, type, and quality of each asset 

identified in the ILA Existing records in land and property registries are referred to, but field 

measurements will be carried out by the project to verify exact quantities. The DMS covers all 

types of land and structures and identifies their property status. It is carried out in the presence of 

the DPs owning and/or using the assets concerned, who confirm the results of the DMS with their 

signature. In case of a dispute, the project’s LAR specialist and the agency tasked with the DMS 

seek to resolve disagreements in situ or the issue is referred to the Grievance Redress 

Mechanism. The DMS will also identify income losses of displaced businesses and their 

employees, based on official records, including contracts, tax records, and accounts. Income 
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losses from agricultural activity will assess lost harvests, measuring the quantities of all applicable 

types of lost crops and trees. 

27. LARF Para 80: The VLA will assess (for e.g. assessment by District Assessment 

Committee in Punjab) the value of all lost assets according to the principle of replacement cost 

and other provisions in the chapter on eligibility and entitlements of this LARF. Thus, the lost 

assets of DPs will be replaced either in cash or in kind. This requires that the exact quantity, type 

and quality of lost land, structures, businesses, jobs or crops are identified by the DMS and an 

accurate value constituting full replacement cost be assessed. LARF indicates the agreed 

definition of replacement cost as involving fair market value, transactions costs, interest accrued, 

transitional and restoration costs and other applicable payments, if any, without depreciation. 

Each LARP will specify the procedures and explain the assessment methodologies used in the 

VLA for a project under this project/facility. 

3.4. LARP 1 & 2 Implementation 

28. In terms of LARP 2 implementation the payment disbursement hasn’t started yet for all 

three types of payment modalities BOR, Differential and Repayment Cost, the detail will be shared 

in the 2nd External Monitoring Report Social Safeguard. The role and responsibilities of LARP 1 & 

2,3, 4 &5  is mentioned below in table 6     

Table 6: Roles and Responsibilities in LARP 1 - 5 Implementation  

Sr. 
No. 

Institution Roles and Responsibilities 

1 PMU 

PMU is the owner of the project therefore it is responsible to manage and ensure 
safeguard due—diligence and disclosure requirements including LARP and 
monitoring in accordance with ADB’s Safeguard Policy Statement (2009) and 
government requirements especially LAA 1894. 

2 Contractor 
Contractor is responsible for the construction works under the social and 
environment conditions. 

3 CSC 
CSC is responsible for the overall supervision of the projects and ensure that 
LARP is implemented in a smooth and timely manner in accordance with the 
provisions of the LARP. 

4 
District 
Administration 

Role of district administration is to provide full support and coordination to all 
stakeholders and keep law and order related to security measures. 

5 Community 
Local Community is the affectees as well as beneficiary of the sub-project. 
Community is responsible to resolve social conflicts and to safeguard their rights. 

6 
Independent 
Valuation 
Expert 

Determine how the value of land and other assets can be assessed to meet ADB’s 
policy requirement for replacement cost and also satisfy the legal requirements of 
Pakistan. 

7 ADB ADB is the donor of the north zone pumping station and has supervisory role. 

8 
Revenue 
Department 

District Collector/Deputy Commissioner is responsible for the evaluation of the lost 
assets and disbursement of the compensations to DPs for their lost assets. 
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4. Institutional Arrangements 

29. The LG&CD is the Project Executing Agency (EA). The Program Management Unit (PMU) 

is responsible for the day-to-day management of the subproject (through respective CIUs). The 

Social safeguard staff of the PMO is responsible to manage the LAR-tasks and activities including 

handling/resolving of any complaints or grievances of those displaced by the subproject (DPs) 

and fulfilling safeguard requirements. An External Monitoring Consultant (EMC) has been on 

board since 9th of November, 2020 for the validation of LARP implementation process.  Figure III 

indicates the organogram of institutional set-up for the Implementation of Land Acquisition and 

Resettlement Plan. 
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Figure III - Implementation of Land Acquisition and Resettlement Plan 
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5. Implementation Schedule 

30. The month of August 2021 is the tentative date of the implementation of LARP 1 & 2 

information provided by Project Management Unit (PMU). Resettlement Plan is implemented in a 

participatory manner with the representations of all key stakeholders namely, the government and 

the displaced persons. As per this final LARP 1 & 2, the reaming compensation payment is 

including differential and replacement cost is expected to commence by the minor change in the 

scope of work by the a request from Local Government to ADB and for the replacement will be 

paid from Grant–in-Aide after the approval of Chief Minster Punjab, therefore the external 

monitoring reports will be submitted immediately after the completion of compensation 

disbursement once all DPs are compensated, formerly the EMRs will reflect and commencements 

of civil works can be proceeding after disbursement of 100% payments to DPs for land and non-

land assets, and the balance compensation mentioned in IVS. The Land Acquisition and 

Resettlement Framework was the reason behind IVS to fulfill the concerns of DPs, whereas some 

of the important Para’s of LARP below determine and justify the needs of IVS. 
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6. Grievances Redress Mechanism (GRM) 

31. An integrated GRM for environment and social was established at the subproject level to 

facilitate amicable and timely resolution of complaints and grievances of the DPs, including local 

communities regarding the social, environmental, and resettlement aspects of the subproject. 

32. A grievance redress mechanism is already in place since 4th of May 2020. It is three tiers 

structures, i) Grievance Redress Committee at Field Level, ii) Grievance Redress Committee at 

Commissioner Office Level and iii) Grievance Redress Committee at PMU, Local Government & 

Community Development Level. The GRM is a gender responsive, culturally appropriate, and 

readily accessible to the stakeholders at no cost and without retribution. The step-wise process 

of the proposed GRM is summarized below. 

33. Stage 1: The affected person(s) may submit an oral or written complaint to the GRC at 

Field Level. The GRC will log the complaint along with relevant details in the community complaint 

register. The displaced person(s) can directly approach GRC. For each complaint, the GRC must 

investigate the complaint, assess its appropriateness/eligibility, and identify an appropriate 

solution. It will provide a clear response within seven working days to the complainant, PMU/CIU 

and Contractor (where relevant). The GRC will, as appropriate, instruct the responsible entity to 

take corrective actions. The GRC will review the responsible entity’s response and undertake 

additional monitoring as needed. During the complaint investigation, the GRC will work in close 

consultations with the Contractors, the CSC Consultants, PMU/CIU and other relevant agencies. 

The responsible entity should implement the redress solution and convey the outcome to GRC 

within seven working days. 

34. Stage 2: If no solution can be identified by the GRC or if the complainant is not satisfied 

with the suggested solution under Stage 1, the complainant can approach to stage 2 at City Level 

(Commissioner Office). The committee will review the case and give the solution within seven 

days of its submission. 

35. Stage 3: In case of dissatisfaction of the complainant at stage 2, he/she can approach to 

stage 3 at PMU level. Here, the GRC is headed by the Additional Secretary Development. The 

GRC at PMU level will resolve the complaint/grievance and the agreed action thus determined 

should be implemented within twenty-one days (if additional time is needed to implement the 

corrective action, it should be discussed and decided during the meeting). 

36. Implementing the GRC’s decision will be a contractual binding on the contractor. 
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Figure iv: Sahiwal GRC Register at CIU Office 

 
 
 
37. In both LARP 1 Lot 3 Disposal station (North Zone) Sahiwal and LAPR 2 Disposal Statin 

South Zone Sahiwal. 3 complaints were reported and registered in GRC at CIU. All these 

grievances were verified by EMC during CIU field visit and complainants were contacted 

telephonically.  All these grievances have been resolved by CIU and the status of these 

grievances are closed. Nature of grievances reported and resolved i) shifting of plant from their 

land as it is their sole source of earning ii DPs should be compensated as per market value and 

iii) Request to provide counseling regarding the timeline of the project so that they can manage 

their next agricultural year according to the provided guidelines. The data of reported and resolved 

grievances is Annexed E. 
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7. Consultation and Information Disclosure   

38. PMU/CIU has conducted and are conducting consultations with DPs since the LARP 

planning and implementation.   The consultations focused on the compensation assessment, 

eligibility criterion and entitlements, and compensation disbursement process. These meetings 

are organized at the village level and mostly the disconnection of water supply, lack of access to 

routes and environment related issues are discussed. The consultations focused on the 

compensation assessment, eligibility criterion and entitlements, and compensation disbursement 

process. These meetings are organized at the each subproject level. 

39. The information disclosure has been well achieved by PMU through LARP 1& 2 and 

project information brochures have been disclosed and annexed as H to all DPs and in fact 

translated in Urdu language for better understanding. The EMC conducted 04 no of consultation 

with DPs of LARP & 2, in total 18 DPs participated in these sessions. The DPs seem quite aware 

about their entitled compensation and livelihood restoration allowances and procedures of 

payments. Attendance sheets of meeting with DPS is Annexed i. 

40. In terms of gender perspective, the LARP also identified the women DPs in term of loss 

of their assets. Like, male DPs the women are also receiving their payment.  It was found (by 

EMC) during the visit, the women have the knowledge about their compensation payment, even 

in villages Muhammad Pur, Chak 111/9,  and  two women DPs Ms. Tayibba Zahoor and Ms. 

Naghma Zahoor  discussed the breakup of received payment received by them in LARP (only the 

BOR compensation). 
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8. Conclusion  

41. The EMC held several rounds of discussions with Research Associates CIUs Sahiwal and 

Sialkot, and social safeguard expert PMU reviewed the internal monitoring reports and the 

updated payment table indicating the payment status until April 2021, and undertook field 

verification to the sites where payments have been reported to be made or completed by 

PMU/Revenue Department. BOR compensation pictures are annexed as an evidence. 

42. The compensation of LAPR 1 BOR has been 100% disbursed whereas, the compensation 

disbursement on LARP 2 hasn’t initiated, though the NOCs required from different government 

departments have reached to PMU for sewage trunk line where there are no LAR impacts 

indicated in the approved DDR and verified by EMC. 

43. PMU/CIUs have generally demonstrated good faith efforts  conducted meeting different 

stakeholders i) Deputy Commissioner ii) Municipal Corporation iii) C&W iv) National Highway 

Authority and Revenue Department   in its attempt to initiate and perusal at revenue department 

for BOR compensation to all the DPs and further to acquire NOCs required However due to some 

legal and administrative impediments the DPs of LARP haven’t received the BOR compensation 

and are of the opinion that they want to receive all compensation (BOR, Differential and 

Replacement cost). The efforts for the disbursement of payment to DPs (where the payments 

unfortunately found to be stuck due to some legal and administrative impediments) seems to be 

consistent with the ADB’s Safeguard Policy Statement (SPS), 2009 related to disbursement of 

compensation and initiation of construction work.  

44. The institutional arrangements and consultation and grievance redress mechanisms as 

mentioned in the approved LARPs are fully in place and generally functioning well. However 

needs improvement in the functioning of GRM, by involving women as GRC members so the 

committee has be gender inclusive and will report appropriately women related grievances.  

45. In the reporting period the BOR compensation of LARP 1 for land and non-land assets 

has been paid to 08 DPs at subproject Pumping Station North Zone (Lot-3 against land and non-

land assets indicted in table 2.2.1 PKR1,26,119,71 has been paid to 08 DPs against 5.0989 acre 

land including 15% compulsory acquisition charges ii) PKR 571,076 has been paid as 

compensation for corps to 08 DPs, iii) PKR 159,600 to 02 DPs for buildings iv)  PKR 849,000 to 

1 DPs against tube well and  iv PKR 50,414 to 2 DPs for trees.   
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9. Recommendation  

46. The lot 2 north zone (A) trunk main sewer line Sahiwal  has no LAR impacts, the entire 

line will be placed on the existing route owned by C&W, MC, MECPO and Irrigation, Government 

of Punjab and the verified by EMC, hence the departmental NOCs were required. The evidence 

for the landownership document (from revenue department has reached to PMU office reviewed 

by EMC and found that no temporary structures (wooden cabin), squatters, and encroachers are 

affected by the project as sufficient space is available. 

47. Lot 3 north zone (B) trunk main sewer line Construction of trunk main sewer conduits (50-

60 feet and allied works (force main) in an area of 5 km on the government land. The NOCs 

required is obtained from MC and available in C&W Annexure Similarly, the evidence for the land 

ownership (from revenue department) is also obtained. Annexed F 

48. Lot 4 South zone Trunk Main Sewer has no LAR impacts verified in approved SDDR, The 

project does not have any impact on encroaches, squatters and temporary structures. NOCs 

required have been obtained by PMU from MC and Highway Department obtained. Annexed G 

and NOC required from Multan Electric Department is obtained and Annexed H 

49. CIU alone lacks the capacity in term of staff strength to address compensation matters 

and needs continued support of PMU in addressing the compensation matter and safeguards 

monitoring reports and compliance requirements. The CIU team also needs more guidance and 

training in handling the safeguard matters. 

50. Consultations with DPs must also continue to facilitate them in resolving any grievances 

and issues pertinent to payment of meager amounts on other payments pending due CNIC and 

problems with land records, etc. 

51. Keeping in view the LAR conditions of LARPs and corresponding loan agreement it is 

concluded that civil works on LARP-1 Pumping Station North Zone (Lot-3 of PICIIP-3-Water and 

Sanitation, Sahiwal subproject) (where the award has not been announced) the civil works cannot 

be started until land award compensation, differential and replacement cost are fully paid to DPs 

is announced and payments to DPs are fully made (as validated by EMC) 

52. Keeping in view the LAR conditions of both approved LARPs and corresponding loan 

agreement it is concluded that civil work cannot be start on Lot-4 sewerage pumping station South 

zone (Lot-4 of PICIIP-3-Water and Sanitation Sahiwal where payment disbursement (BOR, 

Differential and RP) hasn’t initiated. Similarly on Pumping Station North Zone (Lot-3) Sahiwal, 

where the differential and replacement cost are yet not paid to DPs. 

53. EMC recommends that the concerned GRM section of the complaint register should be 

self-explanatory and required columns in term of action taken at every step follow up, 

communication to complainant about the ongoing process and status of complaint etc. The 

complaint register should be revised accordingly. The effort should be reflected in the forthcoming 

internal monitoring report 
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10. Annexures  

  

ANNEXURE A. THE EVIDENCES OF LARP- 1 DPs RECEIVING VOUCHERS  
 

          
LARP 1 DPs Receiving Vouchers 
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ANNEXURE B. RECEIPTS OF THE VOUCHERS RECEIVED BY DPs OF LARP-1 
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ANNEXURE C. DRAFT NOTIFICATION OF DISBURSEMENT COMMITTEE 
DISBURSEMENT COMMITTEE FOR THE PAYMENT/COMPENSATION APPROVED BY 

BOARD OF REVENUE AND PROPOSED IN ADB APPROVED LARPs TO DPs/APs FOR 

LAND AND NON-LAND ASSETS IN DISTRICT OF SAHIWAL  

The composition of committee is as follows: - 

Sr. No. DEPARTMENT  DEPARTMENTAL 
DESIGNATION  

DESIGNATION AT 
COMMITTEE  

1 Program Managemen
Unit, PICIIP, Lahore 

Research Analyst (Social 
Safeguard) for Sialkot  

Convener  

2 City Implementation Unit
PICIIP, Sialkot 

City Head/Infrastructure 
Engineer 

Member 

3 City Implementation Unit, 
PICIIP, Sialkot 

Admin & Accounts Officer Member 

4 City Implementation Unit
PICIIP, Sialkot 

Research Analyst(Gender) Member 

5 Revenue Department
Sialkot 

Representative of Assistant 
Commissioner/Land 
Acquisition Collector 

Member 

  

TOR: 

1. The Committee is mandated to process the disbursement of compensation approved 
by Board of Revenue, Sustainable Development & Climate Change (SDCC) wing of 
ADB and Program Steering Committee (PSC) for payment of land and non- land 
differential in cost and resettlement assistance under Land Acquisition & 
Resettlement Framework (LARF) & Safeguard Policy Statement (SPS) 2009.  

2. Monitor implementation of Land Acquisition and Resettlement Plan (LARP) 
3. Carry out day-to-day land acquisition and resettlement implementation and 

monitoring activities, determine, and deliver compensation to the affected/displaced 
person (APs/DPs) as per categories under Safeguard Policy Statement (SPS) 2009.  

4. This committee will work closely with the APs/DPs. 
5. The committee will devise payment procedures that are understandable and 

accessible to DPs/APs. 
6. The committee will scrutinize the record of the Disbursement of compensation 

payments 
7. Committee would also ensure effective coordination between government 

departments, concerned stakeholders and Affected Persons (APs) and Displaced 
Persons (DPs). 

8. Documentation and collection of all investigations, consultation with the DPs and 
audio-visual evidence. 

9. The committee will share their findings with External Monitoring Expert (Social 
Safeguard) for external monitoring reports  
 

 

Note: The Chair may co-opt any other member(s) if it considers appropriate. 
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          Issuing Authority 

 

CC:-  

  

 A copy is forwarded for information and further necessary action to 

 

  

1. PSO to Secretary, LG&CD Department. 
2. PA to Commissioner, Gujranwala. 
3. PA to Deputy Commissioner, Sialkot. 
4. All members of the Committee. 
5. Master File. 

 

draft 

 

COMMITTEE NOTIFICATION  

DISBURSEMENT COMMITTEE FOR THE PAYMENT/COMPENSATION APPROVED BY 

BOARD OF REVENUE AND PROPOSED IN ADB APPROVED LARPs TO DPs/APs FOR 

LAND AND NON-LAND ASSETS IN DISTRICT OF SIALKOT  

 

The composition of committee is as follows: - 

Sr. 
No. 

DEPARTMENT  DEPARTMENTAL 
DESIGNATION  

DESIGNATION 
AT COMMITTEE  

1 Program Management 
Unit, PICIIP, Lahore 

Research Analyst (Social 
Safeguard) for Sahiwal 

Convener  

2 City Implementation 
Unit, PICIIP, Sahiwal 

City Head/Infrastructure 
Engineer 

Member 

3 City Implementation 
Unit, PICIIP, Sahiwal 

Admin & Accounts Officer Member 

4 City Implementation 
Unit, PICIIP, Sahiwal 

Research Analyst (Gender) Member 

5 Revenue Department, 
Sahiwal 

Representative of Assistant 
Commissioner/Land 
Acquisition Collector 

Member 

 

TOR: - 

1. The Committee is mandated to process the disbursement of compensation approved 
by Board of Revenue, Sustainable Development & Climate Change (SDCC) wing of 
ADB and Program Steering Committee (PSC) for payment of land and non- land 
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differential in cost and resettlement assistance under Land Acquisition & 
Resettlement Framework (LARF) & Safeguard Policy Statement (SPS) 2009.  

2. Monitor implementation of Land Acquisition and Resettlement Plan (LARP) 
3. Carry out day-to-day land acquisition and resettlement implementation and 

monitoring activities, determine, and deliver compensation to the affected/displaced 
person (APs/DPs) as per categories under SPS 2009.  

4. This committee will work closely with the APs/DPs. 
5. The committee will devise payment procedures that are understandable and 

accessible to DPs/APs. 
6. The committee will scrutinize the record of the Disbursement of compensation 

payments 
7. Committee would also ensure effective coordination between government 

departments, concerned stakeholders and Affected Persons (APs) and Displaced 
Persons (DPs). 

8. Documentation and collection of all investigations, consultation with the DPs and audio-
visual evidence. 

9. The committee will share their findings with External Monitoring Expert (Social 
Safeguard) for external monitoring reports  

 

 

 

 

Note: The Chair may co-opt any other member(s) if it considers appropriate. 

 

 

          Issuing Authority 

 

 

  

 

CC:-  

  

 A copy is forwarded for information and further necessary action to 

 

  

1. PSO to Secretary, LG&CD Department. 
2. PA to Commissioner, Sahiwal. 
3. PA to Deputy Commissioner, Sahiwal. 
4. All members of the Committee. 
5. Master File. 
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ANNEXURE D- 10TH PROJECT STEERING COMMITTEE MEETING 
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ANNEXURE E. GRC MEETING DATA 

Sr No. Project Name Name of 

Complainant 

Address Date of 

Complaint 

Received 

Key Concerns Status Responses 

 1 STP and 

Disposal 

Station, (North 

Zone), 

Sahiwal(LARP-

1) 

Waqar Ahmed 

Khan 

M.Pur 30-May-20 Request to 

provide 

counseling 

regarding the 

timeline of the 

project so that 

they can manage 

their next 

agricultural year 

according to the 

provided 

guidelines.  

closed Concerned Documents were reviewed. 

The complainant was contacted and 

multiple meetings were conducted to 

provide him counseling and guidelines 

were also given to him in order to 

remove their ambiguities and 

confusions.  
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Sr No. Project Name Name of 

Complainant 

Address Date of 

Complaint 

Received 

Key Concerns Status Responses 

2 STP and 

Disposal 

Station, (North 

Zone), Sahiwal 

(LARP-1) 

M. Ali Khan, 

M. Sajjad 

Khan, Waqar 

Ahmed Khan, 

Ali Murad 

Khan,  

M.Pur 13-Jun-20 Shifting of plant 

from their land as 

it is their sole 

source of earning. 

If shifting of plant 

is not possible 

then an alternate 

piece of 

agricultural land 

having same 

quality of land 

should be given to 

DPs. If alternate 

piece of land 

cannot be given 

then 60 lakh 

rupees per acre 

should be 

provided to DPs. 

DPs should be 

given the Facility 

of water to 

cultivate the 

remaining piece of 

their land and a 

proper path to get 

access to their 

remaining piece of 

land. Govt. is 

acquiring a strip of 

land of 20 feet 

Closed They were informed that the location 

of land cannot be shifted due to some 

geometrical, technical and financial 

reasons. They will be compensated to 

the full extent related to their land and 

non-land assets. The findings of IVS 

have also been shared with them. They 

are satisfied with the IVS rates and are 

waiting for that payment. 
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Sr No. Project Name Name of 

Complainant 

Address Date of 

Complaint 

Received 

Key Concerns Status Responses 

width from our 

land and this strip 

of land is 

contacted to the 

metal road thus it 

should be paid as 

per the 

commercial rates 

of the area not for 

the agricultural 

land rates. DPs 

should be 

provided with the 

facility of early 

relocation and 

Tube wells and 

other structures 

on their land 

should be 

relocated with the 

help of Govt. No 

one is ready to 

take their land on 

lease since they 

are listening 

about the 

construction of 

plant on their land 

thus if Govt 

cannot pay the 

DPs by the end of 
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Sr No. Project Name Name of 

Complainant 

Address Date of 

Complaint 

Received 

Key Concerns Status Responses 

June 2020 then 

the price of lease 

per annum should 

be given to each 

DP by the start of 

financial/lease 

year. The prices 

for the unpaved 

path, Canals path 

and no cultivated 

area  should be 

given to DPs as 

this is also owned 

by their family. No 

one is taking their 

remaining  land on 

lease because 

their system of 

water supply and 

path to the 

remaining land 

will get blocked by 

the plant, thus 

they should be 

paid for the 

remain land as 

well in terms of 

lease rates per 

annum. As we 

have taken loan 

over land from 
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Sr No. Project Name Name of 

Complainant 

Address Date of 

Complaint 

Received 

Key Concerns Status Responses 

agricultural banks 

and since we are 

unable to earn 

anything from our 

land since the 

announcement of 

plant in our area. 

The markup on 

that land is 

increasing day by 

day. It is 

requested to 

Govt. to pay our 

markup over 

agricultural loans. 

Our Community 

should be briefed 

about the 

environmental 

effects of this 

plant and the 

mitigation 

measures to cope 

the bad impacts 

on our 

environment.  
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Sr No. Project Name Name of 

Complainant 

Address Date of 

Complaint 

Received 

Key Concerns Status Responses 

3 Disposal 

Station(South 

Zone), Sahiwal 

(LARP-2) 

Ijaz Ahmed, 

Amanat Ali, 

Akbar Ali 

Chak#111/9L 6-Oct-20 They were of the 

view that the 

rates proposed in 

DPAC are below 

market rates and 

they should be 

compensated as 

per market rates. 

Closed They were called under 2nd tier of GRC 

and they were informed that a third 

party is making the Land Valuation 

Study as per the market rates. They will 

be compensated to the full extent 

related to their land and non-land 

assets. The findings of IVS have also 

been shared with them. They are 

satisfied with the IVS rates and are 

waiting for that payment. 
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Sr No. Project Name Name of 

Complainant 

Address Date of 

Complaint 

Received 

Key Concerns Status Responses 

4 STP,  and 

Disposal 

Station (North 

Zone), 

Sahiwal(LARP-

1) 

M. Sajjid 
Khan, 
Waqar 

Ahmed 
Khan, M. Ali 
Khan, Ali 

Murad 
Khan, 

M.Pur 4-Nov-20 The 
complainants 
were of the view 

that the 
compensation 
assessed by the 

DPAC are not 
according to 
market value.   

Closed They were called under 2nd tier of 
GRC and they were informed that a 
third party is making the Land 

Valuation Study as per the market 
rates. They will be compensated to 
the full extent related to their land 

and non-land assets. The findings 
of IVS have also been shared with 
them. They are satisfied with the 

IVS rates and are waiting for that 
payment. 
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ANNEXURE F. NOC PROVIDED BY MC AND C&W DEPARTMENTS 
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ANNEXURE G. NOC PROVIDE BY HIGHWAYS DEPARTMENT 
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ANNEXURE H. NOC PROVIDED BY MULTAN ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY LTD 
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ANNEXURE I. CONSULTATION DATA WITH DPs 

 

 
 
 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
ATTENDANCE SHEET 

 
Subject: - Consultation meeting with DPs of Chak No.111/9L, Sahiwal Date:  08th April

 At: Chak # 111/9L, Sahiwal 

List of Participants: 

Sr. 

No. 

Name Address  

1 Mr. Haitam Ali S/o Dhollar Khan  DP of Chak # 111/9L,Sahiwal 

2 Mr. Muhammad Hussain S/o Waryam DP of Chak # 111/9L,Sahiwal 

3 Mr. Muhammad Zafar S/o Muhammad Hussain DP of Chak # 111/9L,Sahiwal 

4 Mr. Zafar Iqbal S/o Muhammad Hussain DP of Chak # 111/9L,Sahiwal 

5 Ms. Sardaran Bibi Wd/o Sultan DP of Chak # 111/9L,Sahiwal 

6 Mr. Ibrar Hussain S/o Sultan DP of Chak # 111/9L,Sahiwal 

7 Mr. Altaf Hussain S/o Sultan DP of Chak # 111/9L,Sahiwal 

8 Mr. Ijaz Ahmad S/o Sultan DP of Chak # 111/9L,Sahiwal 

9 Ms. Rubina Bibi D/o Sultan DP of Chak # 111/9L,Sahiwal 

10 Ms. Rozina Bibi D/o Sultan DP of Chak # 111/9L,Sahiwal 
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________ 

Punjab Intermediate Cities Improvement Investment Program (PICIIP) 
 

ATTENDANCE SHEET 
 
Subject: - Consultation with DPs of Muhammad Pur related to Land Acquisition and 

Resettlement Plan     Date: 9th April.  At: Muhammad Pur 

 

List of Participants: 

Sr. 

No. 

Name Villages  

1 Mr. Fiaz Ahmad khan 
 

DP of M.Pur, Sahiwal 

2 Mr. Abdul Ghafoor Naeem 
 

DP of M.Pur, Sahiwal 

3 Mr. Ghulam Murtaza 
 

DP of M.Pur, Sahiwal 

4 Mr. Muhammad sajid Khan 
 

DP of M.Pur, Sahiwal 

5 Ms. Nagma Zahoor  
 

DP of M.Pur, Sahiwal 

6 Ms. Tayibba Zahoor 
 

DP of M.Pur, Sahiwal 

7 Mr. Taswur Ali khan 
 

DP of M.Pur, Sahiwal 

8 Mr. Waqar Ahmad  
 

DP of M.Pur, Sahiwal 
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ANNEXURE J: PUBLIC DISCLOSURE BROCHURE 
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Pictures of Consultation with DPs and Field visit of CIU 
 

      
Consultation with LARP 1 DPs                                         Field Visit Sahiwal OHRs 
 

        
Meeting with LARP-2 DPS                                    Meeting with LARP-2 DPS 
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Meeting with LARP-1 DPs                                      EMC Reviewing GRC Register  

 
EMC Field visit along with Project Management Unit Surface Tanks/OHRs Sahiwal  


